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The purpose of this department is to give sufficient information about the subject matter of
each publication to enable users to decide whether to read it. It is our intention to cover all
books, articles, and other materials in the field.
Books for abstracting and eventual review should be sent to this department. Mate-
rials should be sent to Sloan Evans Despeaux, Department of Mathematics and Com-
puter Science, Western Carolina University, Cullowhee, NC 28723, U.S.A. (E-mail:
despeaux@email.wcu.edu)
Readers are invited to send reprints, autoabstracts, corrections, additions, and notices
of publications that have been overlooked. Be sure to include complete bibliographic in-
formation, as well as transliteration and translation for non-European languages. We need
volunteers willing to cover one or more journals for this department.
In order to facilitate reference and indexing, entries are given abstract numbers which
appear at the end following the symbol #. A triple numbering system is used: the first num-
ber indicates the volume, the second the issue number, and the third the sequential number
within that issue. For example, the abstracts for Volume 20, Number 1, are numbered:
20.1.1, 20.1.2, 20.1.3, etc.
For reviews and abstracts published in Volumes 1 through 13 there are an author index
in Volume 13, Number 4, and a subject index in Volume 14, Number 1.
The initials in parentheses at the end of an entry indicate the abstractor. In this issue
there are abstracts by Francine Abeles (Kean, NJ), Timothy B. Carroll (Ypsilanti, MI),
Patti Wilger Hunter (Westmont, CA), Calvin Jongsma (Sioux Center, IA), Albert C. Lewis
(Indianapolis), Glen Van Brummelen, and Sloan Evans Despeaux.
Aaserud, Finn. Niels Bohr’s political crusade during World War II, in #32.2.20, pp. 299–311. Niels
Bohr’s idea of an “open world” between nations, developed during his wartime exile, is used as a case
study to consider what general lessons may be learned about the political role of a scientist during conflict.
(GVB) #32.2.1
Abraham, George. See #32.2.21.0315-0860/2005 Published by Elsevier Inc.
doi:10.1016/j.hm.2005.02.002
242 Abstracts / Historia Mathematica 32 (2005) 241–267Açikgenç, Alparslan. The emergence of scientific tradition in Islam, in #32.2.7, pp. 7–22. (GVB)
#32.2.2
Akdogan, Cemil. Al-Ghaza¯lı¯ and the emergence of modern science, in #32.2.7, pp. 23–41. (GVB)
#32.2.3
Alexander, Amir R. Geometrical Landscapes. The Voyages of Discovery and the Transformation of
Mathematical Practice, Stanford, CA: Stanford Univ. Press, 2002, xviii+293 pp. This is essentially a
study of the mathematical work of Thomas Harriot (1560–1621), in particular his work on the continuum
and on the equiangular (logarithmic) spiral. The author attempts to show how the narrative of the ambient
culture, namely the exploration of the new world, influenced the thinking and writing of Harriot. See the
review by Robert S.D. Thomas in Mathematical Reviews 2004k:01025. (ACL) #32.2.4
Alexanderson, Gerald L. See #32.2.166.
Ali-Ahyaie, Mashallah. Contradictions in Taghwim recent past and present, in #32.2.7, pp. 155–176.
(GVB) #32.2.5
Andreozzi, Luciano. The history of theoretical population ecology: which role for mathematical
modeling?, in #32.2.41, pp. 191–205. (SED) #32.2.6
Angelelli, Ignacio. See #32.2.201.
Ansari, S.M. Razaullah, ed. Science and Technology in the Islamic World, Turnhout: Brepols, 2002,
271 pp. This collection of 19 papers emerges from the International Congress of History of Science held
in Liège in 1997. The papers related to mathematics are listed separately as #32.2.2; #32.2.3; #32.2.5;
#32.2.14; #32.2.31; #32.2.45; #32.2.57; #32.2.108; #32.2.122; #32.2.151; #32.2.155; #32.2.157. (GVB)
#32.2.7
Archibald, Thomas. See #32.2.19.
Badesa, Calixto. The Birth of Model Theory. Löwenheim’s Theorem in the Frame of the Theory of
Relatives, translated from the Spanish by Michael Maudsley, Princeton: Princeton Univ. Press, 2004,
xiv+240 pp. Leopold Löwenheim’s 1915 paper, “Über Möglichkeiten im Relativkalkül,” as a seminal
work in the development of model theory, is here analyzed in terms of its historical context. The au-
thor’s close reading of the work confirms Skolem’s judgment of what it is about—a matter on which not
all commentators have agreed. See the review by J.M. Plotkin in Mathematical Reviews 2004k:03002.
(ACL) #32.2.8
Baer, Howard; and Belyaev, Alexander. Proceedings of the Dirac Centennial Symposium, River
Edge, NJ: World Scientific, 2003, xvi+180 pp. This collection of 13 papers relating to Dirac’s life and
work emerges from a conference held at Florida State University in 2002. (GVB) #32.2.9
Bain, Jonathan. See #32.2.73.
Balmes, Marc. L’énigme des mathématiques. La mathématisation du réel et la Métaphysique. I,
Bern: Peter Lang, 2003, viii+391 pp. This book looks at various philosophical views of the enigma,
noted by Einstein, that mathematics is surprisingly adequate for understanding the physical world. A large
Abstracts / Historia Mathematica 32 (2005) 241–267 243portion of the book is devoted to Aristotle, arguing that his ideas are still relevant to resolving this puzzle.
See the review by Victor V. Pambuccian in Mathematical Reviews 2004j:00002. (CJ) #32.2.10
Barbeau, E.J. See #32.2.193.
Barlow, Richard E. Mathematical reliability theory: from the beginning to the present time, in Bo
H. Lindqvist and Kjell A. Doksum, eds., Mathematical and Statistical Methods in Reliability, River
Edge, NJ: World Scientific, 2003, pp. 3–13. The history of mathematical reliability theory as a separate
discipline is traced back to a seminal paper written in 1961. See the review by David Bellhouse in
Mathematical Reviews 2004j:62004. (CJ) #32.2.11
Basile, Achille. See #32.2.32; #32.2.33.
Bauer, Friedrich L. See #32.2.91.
Becchi, Antonio; Corradi, Massimo; Foce, Federico; and Pedemonte, Orietta. Essays on the His-
tory of Mechanics. In Memory of Clifford Ambrose Truesdell and Edoardo Benvenuto, Basel: Birkhäuser,
2003, 256 pp. This collection of 11 papers emerges from the international symposium “Between Archi-
tecture and Mathematics: The Work of Clifford Ambrose Truesdell and Edoardo Benvenuto,” held in
Genoa in 2001. The articles related to mathematics are listed separately as #32.2.28; #32.2.37; #32.2.93;
#32.2.100; #32.2.114; #32.2.126; #32.2.130; #32.2.149; #32.2.191. (GVB) #32.2.12
Becker, Lon. That von Neumann did not believe in a physical collapse, British Journal of Philosphy
of Science 55 (1) (2004), 121–135. The author argues against the view that John von Neumann believed
that measurement produces a real physical collapse in the physical state of a system. See the review by
Lawrence Sklar in Mathematical Reviews 2004k:81006. (ACL) #32.2.13
Behme, Thomas. See #32.2.194; #32.2.195.
Bellhouse, David. See #32.2.11.
Bellosta, Hélène. Un complément arabe aux Données d’Euclide: le Kita¯b al-mafru¯d
.
a¯t de T
¯
a¯bit Ibn
Qurra [An Arab complement to Euclid’s Data: the Kita¯b al-mafru¯d
.
a¯t of T
¯
a¯bit Ibn Qurra], in #32.2.7,
pp. 71–82. (GVB) #32.2.14
Belyaev, Alexander. See #32.2.9.
Berg, Jan. See #32.2.19.
Berggren, J. Lennart. Episodes in the Mathematics of Medieval Islam, New York: Springer-
Verlag, 2003, 197 pp., paperback. A softcover reprint of the 1986 hardcover edition of classroom-
friendly episodes in Arabic mathematics. See the review by Glen Van Brummelen at MAA Online
[http://www.maa.org/reviews/brief_apr04.html]. (SED) #32.2.15
Berggren, J. Lennart and Van Brummelen, Glen R. From Euclid to Apollonius: al-Ku¯hı¯’s lemmas to
the Conics, Zeitschrift für Geschichte der Arabisch-Islamischen Wissenschaften 15 (2002–2003), 165–
174. This article verifies an earlier authorship conjecture and analyzes a shorter manuscript as written
to provide background lemmas for various propositions in Apollonius’s Conics. See the review by Jens
Høyrup in Mathematical Reviews 2004j:01010. (CJ) #32.2.16
244 Abstracts / Historia Mathematica 32 (2005) 241–267Berlinghoff, William P.; and Gouve˜a, Fernando Q. Math Through the Ages: A Gentle History for
Teachers and Others, expanded edition, Farmington, ME: Oxton House/Washington: Mathematical Asso-
ciation of America, 2004, xii+275 pp. This is an accessible work aimed mainly at teachers of mathematics
who want to learn the history of what they are teaching. The first third of the book gives a quick overview
of the history of mathematics, while the last two thirds is organized topically in 25 “sketches” of vari-
ous mathematical themes. Helpful bibliographic suggestions are made for those who want to delve more
deeply into the subject. See the review by Wann-Sheng Horng in Mathematical Reviews 2004j:01006.
(CJ) #32.2.17
Bharath, Ramachandran. See #32.2.147
Biard, Joël. Mathématiques et philosophie dans les Questions de Blaise de Parme sur le Traité
des rapports de Thomas Bradwardine, Revue d’Histoire des Sciences 56 (2) (2003), 383–400. Blasius
used a typically medieval form for presenting mathematics, which allowed him to bring in philosophical
thoughts on the status of a mathematical object. (GVB) #32.2.18
Bolzano, Bernard. Bernard Bolzano—Gesamtausgabe. Reihe II. Nachlass B. Wissenschaftliche
Tagebücher. Band 20. Zur Physik. II. 1841–1847 [Bernard Bolzano—Collected Works. Series II. Nach-
lass B. Scientific Diaries. Vol. 20. On physics. II. 1841–1847], edited and with an introduction by Jan
Berg, Stuttgart: Friedrich Frommann Verlag Günther Holzboog, 2003, 263 pp. This second volume of
Bolzano’s notebooks on physical subjects provides a transcription of a freestanding treatise on natural
philosophy, apparently dating from the years 1841 to 1847. The editor presents an account of Bolzano’s
theories that space is a continuum in which each point consists of an atom of one kind or another and
that matter is infinitely subdivisible. See the review by Thomas Archibald in Mathematical Reviews
2004k:01052. (ACL) #32.2.19
Booß-Bavnbek, Bernhelm; and Høyrup, Jens, eds. Mathematics and War, Basel: Birkhäuser, 2003,
viii+416 pp. A collection of papers emerging from a conference held at Karlskrona in August 2002. Many
of the papers will be abstracted separately, including #32.2.1; #32.2.72; #32.2.76; #32.2.109; #32.2.125;
#32.2.150; #32.2.174; #32.2.198. (GVB) #32.2.20
Bowen, Alan C. Simplicius’ commentary on Aristotle, De caelo 2.10–12: An annotated transla-
tion. I, SCIAMVS 4 (2003), 23–58. This translation includes annotation intended primarily to clarify the
technical, scientific meaning of the text. See the review by George Abraham in Mathematical Reviews
2004k:01004. (ACL) #32.2.21
Boya, Luis J. Rejection of the light quantum: the dark side of Niels Bohr, International Jour-
nal of Theoretical Physics 42 (10) (2003), 2563–2573. Bohr changed his point of view on Einstein’s
Lichtquanten hypothesis; this paper traces this back to his attempt to deduce quantum results from the
Correspondence Principle. (GVB) #32.2.22
Brieskorn, Egbert. Gibt es eine Wiedergeburt der Qualität in der Mathematik? [Is there a rebirth of
quality in mathematics?], in #32.2.141, pp. 243–410. (GVB) #32.2.23
Brigaglia, Aldo. Maurolico’s reconstruction of the fifth and sixth book of Apollonius’s Conics, in
#32.2.139, pp. 47–57. (GVB) #32.2.24
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30 (6) (2002), 1595–1618. This largely nontechnical discussion of Tukey’s work includes lists of various
contributions, some relatively unknown, by decades starting with the 1940s. See the review by Somnath
Datta in Mathematical Reviews 2004k:62013. (ACL) #32.2.25
Brown, Ezra. The ancient world’s magical genius thinks big, Mathematical Horizons 12 (2) (2004),
5–8. A discussion of the myths surrounding and the accomplishments attributed to Archimedes. (SED)
#32.2.26
Brüning, Jochen. Mathematics and fascism. The case of Berlin, in #32.2.64, pp. 49–66. (SED)
#32.2.27
Bucciarelli, Louis L. Coping with error in the history of mechanics, in #32.2.12, pp. 39–55. (GVB)
#32.2.28
Bumcrot, R.J. See #32.2.92.
Burkert, Walter. Qualität und Quantität in der antiken Philosophie: zur Genese einer Fragestellung
[Quality and quantity in ancient philosophy: on the genesis of a question], in #32.2.141, pp. 33–48.
(GVB) #32.2.29
Bychkov, S.N. Mathematics in a historical dimension [in Russian], Voprosy Istorii Estestvoznaniya
i Tekhniki 2003 (3), 95–110. In commemoration of A.N. Kolmogorov’s centenary this paper concerns
historical, philosophical and educational aspects of his work including his reforms in the field of math-
ematical education. A large part is devoted to links with Russian contemporaries P.S. Aleksandrov,
V.A. Uspenskiı˘, V.I. Arnold, S.P. Novikov, V.M. Tichomirov, B.V. Gnedenko, P.S. Tcherkasov and A.P.
Yushkevich. See the review by Solomon Marcus in Mathematical Reviews 2004k:01036. (ACL)
#32.2.30
Calvo, Emilia. Ibn al-Kamma¯d’s astronomical work in Ibn al-Ha¯’im’s al-Zı¯j al-Ka¯mil fı¯-l-Ta‘a¯lı¯m.
I. Solar year, trepidation, and timekeeping, in #32.2.7, pp. 109–120. (GVB) #32.2.31
Calvo, Emilia. See also #32.2.159.
Calzi, Marco Li; and Basile, Achille. Economists and mathematics from 1494 to 1969, in #32.2.64,
pp. 95–108. (SED) #32.2.32
Calzi, Marco Li; and Basile, Achille. Who said that a mathematician cannot win the Nobel Prize?,
in #32.2.64, pp. 109–122. (SED) #32.2.33
Camenietzki, C.Z. See #32.2.65.
Camerota, Michele; and Helbing, Mario O. The leaning tower experiment in context: Borro, Buon-
amici and Galileo on falling bodies, in #32.2.139, pp. 141–149. (GVB) #32.2.34
Campbell-Kelly, Martin. The rise and rise of the spreadsheet, in #32.2.36, pp. 323–347. This paper
discusses the introduction and proliferation of spreadsheets during the second half of the 20th century.
(SED) #32.2.35
246 Abstracts / Historia Mathematica 32 (2005) 241–267Campbell-Kelly, Martin; Croarken, Mary; Flood, Raymond; and Robson, Eleanor, eds. The History
of Mathematical Tables. From Summer to Spreadsheets, Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2003, 361 pp.,
hardcover. A collection of papers on mathematical tables from ancient Sumer to the twentieth century.
These papers are abstracted separately as #32.2.35; #32.2.50; #32.2.83; #32.2.84; #32.2.94; #32.2.106;
#32.2.120; #32.2.143; #32.2.156; #32.2.180; #32.2.197; #32.2.199. See the review by Fernando Q. Gou-
vêa at MAA Online [http://www.maa.org/reviews/brief_may04.html]. (SED) #32.2.36
Caparrini, Sandro. Early theories of vectors, in #32.2.12, pp. 179–198. (GVB) #32.2.37
Capecchi, Danilo. On the logical status of the virtual work law, Meccanica 39 (2) (2004), 159–173.
This discussion of whether the virtual work law is an autonomous principle or a mechanical theorem
refers in particular to the Italian schools of the 18th century. (GVB) #32.2.38
Carnemolla, Stefania Elena. The sixteenth-century Portuguese mathematician and cosmographer Pe-
dro Nunes and his Defense of the treatise of rhumb lines of the globe for the art of navigation, Nuncius
18 (1) (2003), 269–317. An edition of a manuscript by Nunes on navigational problems such as the rep-
resentation of the loxodrome on a globe, written in reaction to attacks he had faced on the subject. (GVB)
#32.2.39
Celeyrette, Jean; and Mazet, Edmond. Le mouvement du point de vue de la cause et le mouvement du
point de vue de l’effet dans le Traité des rapports d’Albert de Saxe, Revue d’Histoire des Sciences 56 (2)
(2003), 419–437. This mid-14th-century treatise, influenced by such authors as Bradwardine, Heytesbury,
Swineshead, and Oresme, enjoyed much success in Paris in the Renaissance. (GVB) #32.2.40
Cerrai, Paola; Freguglia, Paolo; and Pellegrini, Claudio, eds. The Application of Mathematics to the
Sciences of Nature: Critical Moments and Aspects, New York, Dordrecht: Kluwer Academic/Plenum,
2002, 294 pp., hardcover. This collection of papers resulted from a June 1999 conference in Italy on
the connections between mathematics and the natural sciences. Papers with historical content are listed
separately as #32.2.6; #32.2.58; #32.2.88; #32.2.104; #32.2.132; #32.2.145; #32.2.148. Mathematical
Reviews 2005a:00015 lists some of the papers. See the review by Bonnie Shulman at MAA Online
[http://www.maa.org/reviews/applicationsnature.html]. (SED) #32.2.41
Chabás, José. The diffusion of the Alfonsine Tables: the case of the Tabulae resolutae, Perspectives
on Science 10 (2) (2002), 168–178. One tradition of the Alfonsine Tables differing from that of the first
printed edition, the Tabulae resolutae, was influenced by the 15th-century Viennese astronomer John of
Gmunden. (GVB) #32.2.42
Chatterjee, Shoutir Kishore. Statistical Thought: A Perspective and History, Oxford: Oxford Univ.
Press, 2003, xx+416 pp. This study of the origin and present status of the discipline of statistics is directed
mainly at statisticians and emphasizes the various attempts in its history to provide it with a unified the-
oretical underpinning. It ends with a strong plea for openness and unity among conflicting factions. See
the summary of its main themes given in the review by Jon Stene in Mathematical Reviews 2004k:62009.
(ACL) #32.2.43
Cohen, P.J. See #32.2.163.
Abstracts / Historia Mathematica 32 (2005) 241–267 247Colmez, Pierre; and Serre, Jean Pierre, eds. Grothendieck-Serre Correspondence: Bilingual Edition,
Providence, RI: American Mathematical Society, 2004, 600 pp., hardcover. A collection of about 80
letters between Grothendieck and Serre from 1955 to 1964. This bilingual edition contains the orig-
inal French along with the English translation. See the review by David P. Roberts at MAA Online
[http://www.maa.org/reviews/brief_jun04.html]. (SED) #32.2.44
Comes, Mercè. Some new Maghribı¯ sources dealing with trepidation, in #32.2.7, pp. 121–141.
(GVB) #32.2.45
Coolidge, Julian Lowell. A History of Geometrical Methods, Mineola, NY: Dover Phoenix, 2003,
451 pp., hardcover. A reprint of the 1963 Dover version, which was a reprint of the 1940 classic. Coolidge
examines the history of geometrical methods using three main headings: synthetic, algebraic, and differ-
ential geometry. See the review by P.N. Ruane at MAA Online [http://maa.org/reviews/coolidge.html].
(SED) #32.2.46
Corcoran, John. Aristotle’s Prior Analytics and Boole’s Laws of Thought, History and Philosophy
of Logic 24 (4) (2003), 261–288. Corcoran argues that Aristotle’s logic was superior to that of Boole,
while crediting Boole with opening many new areas of research. See the review by Marcel Guillaume in
Mathematical Reviews 2004m:03006. (TBC) #32.2.47
Corradi, Massimo. See #32.2.12.
Coutinho, S.C. Quotient rings of noncommutative rings in the first half of the 20th century, Archive
for History of Exact Sciences 58 (3) (2004), 255–281. This article traces the origin and history of a
theorem establishing a necessary and sufficient condition that a ring have a quotient ring. See the review
by Jonathan Golan in Mathematical Reviews 2004j:16001. (CJ) #32.2.48
Crilly, Tony. The Cambridge Mathematical Journal and its descendants: the linchpin of a research
community in the early and mid-Victorian Age, Historia Mathematica 31 (4) (2004), 455–497. This
article traces the foundation of the Cambridge Mathematical Journal and the Quarterly Journal of Pure
and Applied Mathematics. It discusses the vital role these journals played in mathematical research in
Britain from 1837 to 1870. (SED) #32.2.49
Croarken, Mary. Table making by committee: British table makers 1871–1965, in #32.2.36, pp. 235–
263. This paper maps the life of the British Association for the Advancement of Science Mathematical
Tables Committee. (SED) #32.2.50
Croarken, Mary. See also #32.2.36.
D’Agostino, Salvo. A History of the Ideas of Theoretical Physics, Dordrecht: Kluwer, 2000,
xviii+381 pp. The essays in this book look at the history of theoretical physics over the past two centuries,
focusing especially on the importance of philosophical ideas (“reflective criticism”) for the development
of physical theories. See the review by T. Erber in Mathematical Reviews 2004j:01017. (CJ) #32.2.51
Damerow, Peter; Renn, Jürgen; and Rieger, Simone. Projectile trajectory and hanging chain—
Challenging the naive view of scientific discoveries, in #32.2.139, pp. 115–123. (GVB) #32.2.52
248 Abstracts / Historia Mathematica 32 (2005) 241–267Damerow, Peter; Freudenthal, Gideon; McLaughlin, Peter; and Renn, Jürgen. Exploring the Limits
of Preclassical Mechanics. A Study of Conceptual Development in Early Modern Science: Free Fall and
Compounded Motion in the Work of Descartes, Galileo, and Beeckman, 2nd ed., New York: Springer-
Verlag, 2004, xx+412 pp. This book contains detailed analyses of texts mainly written by the three
mathematicians named above from the 1590s to the 1640s. Contemporaries such as Thomas Harriot are
largely passed over; Johannes Kepler is never mentioned at all. See the review by Ivor Grattan-Guinness
in Mathematical Reviews 2004m:01016. (TBC) #32.2.53
Darrigol, Olivier. The spirited horse, the engineer, and the mathematician: water waves in nineteenth-
century hydrodynamics, Archive for History of Exact Sciences 58 (1) (2003), 21–95. This paper treats
the history of the study of water waves from Laplace in 1775 to Lord Kelvin in 1887. Among the many
topics are Lagrange’s 1781 derivation of the basic equations of inviscid fluid dynamics, the later use of
Fourier transforms in the contributions of Poisson and Cauchy, the discovery of solitary waves by the
Scottish engineer Russell in 1834–1835, Thomson’s theoretical treatment of the form of ship waves and
his method of stationary phase. Tidal theories are also included, as are the wave theories of Gerstner and
Stokes and the concept of group velocity in the observations of Russell, Froude, and Reynolds. See the
review by Chris M. Linton in Mathematical Reviews 2004k:76002, which also lists the 112 references
provided in the article. (ACL) #32.2.54
Datta, Somnath. See #32.2.25.
Dauben, Joseph W. Mathematics, ideology, and the politics of infinitesimals: mathematical logic and
nonstandard analysis in modern China, History and Philosophy of Logic 24 (4) (2003), 327–363. From
the Introduction: “What follows recounts briefly the story of the introduction of modern mathematics
to China, as well as the fate of mathematicians there during the Cultural Revolution and the perhaps
unexpected role that Karl Marx played in expediting the introduction of nonstandard analysis to China.”
See the review by Perry Smith in Mathematical Reviews 2004m:03008. (TBC) #32.2.55
Davies, E.B. The Newtonian myth, Studies in History and Philosophy of Science 34A (3) (2003),
763–780. Argues that Popper’s reading of the use of induction in Newton’s Principia does not come to
grips fully with the contents and complexities of the Principia. (GVB) #32.2.56
De Ceglia, F. Paolo. See #32.2.65.
Dershowitz, Nachum. See #32.2.154.
De Valois, Margaret. See #32.2.120.
Devlin, K.I. See #32.2.163.
De Young, Gregg. K
.
a¯d
.
ı¯za¯de al-Ru¯mı¯ on Samark
.
andı¯’s Ashka¯l al-Ta’sı¯s: a mathematical commen-
tary, in #32.2.7, pp. 83–90. (GVB) #32.2.57
Dhombres, Jean. The mathematics implied in the laws of nature and realism, or the role of functions
around 1750, in #32.2.41, pp. 207–222. (SED) #32.2.58
Abstracts / Historia Mathematica 32 (2005) 241–267 249Djebbar, Ahmed. Quelques exemples de scholies dans la tradition arabes des Éléments d’Euclide,
Revue d’Histoire des Sciences 56 (2) (2003), 293–321. Contains an edition and translation into French of
some of the previously unpublished scholia in two manuscripts. (GVB) #32.2.59
Dohse, Fritz-Egbert. See #32.2.62.
Domingues, João Caramalho. Variables, limits, and infinitesimals in Portugal in the late 18th century,
Historia Mathematica 31 (1) (2004), 15–33. The reception of the calculus in Portugal is revealed through
this study of the original contributions to its foundation made by J.A. Cunha and F.G. Stockler. See the
review by Niccolò Guicciardini in Mathematical Reviews 2004k:01032. (ACL) #32.2.60
Drago, Antonino. The introduction of actual infinity in modern science: mathematics and physics
in both Cavalieri and Torricelli, Gan
.
ita-Bha¯ratı¯ 25 (1–4) (2003), 79–98. The author studies Cavalieri’s
and Torricelli’s method of indivisibles and Weyl’s mathematics. See the review by Bernard Rouxel in
Mathematical Reviews 2004m:01002. (TBC) #32.2.61
Dunnington, G. Waldo. Carl Friedrich Gauss. Titan of Science, with an introduction and commen-
tary by Jeremy Gray, and a biography of the author by Fritz-Egbert Dohse, Washington, DC: Mathemati-
cal Association of America, 2004, xxx+537 pp. This reprint of the most comprehensive Gauss biography
to date has been enhanced by several new contributions by Jeremy Gray. In addition to an introduction,
an appendix elaborates on Gauss’s mathematical work, a bibliography guides the reader to the essential
aspects of modern research on Gauss, and a translation, with commentary, of Gauss’s mathematical diary
are appended. See the review by Detlef Gröger in Mathematical Reviews 2004k:01047. (ACL) #32.2.62
Durham, Ian T. Eddington and uncertainty, Physics in Perspective 5 (4) (2003), 398–418. Durham
argues that Eddington’s quest to develop a unified theory of gravity and quantum mechanics in the 1930s
was not as misguided as is commonly believed. (GVB) #32.2.63
Dyson, Freeman. See #32.2.144
Edwards, C.H. See #32.2.144.
Emmer, Michele, ed. Mathematics and Culture I, Berlin, New York: Springer-Verlag, 2004,
vii+352 pp., hardcover. A collection of papers from a conference held in Venice on the connec-
tions of mathematics and culture. Papers with historical content are listed separately as #32.2.27;
#32.2.32; #32.2.33; #32.2.105; #32.2.113; #32.2.182. See the review by Leon Harkleroad at MAA Online
[http://www.maa.org/reviews/emmermathculture.html]. (SED) #32.2.64
Erber, T. See #32.2.51.
Feingold, Mordechai, ed. The New Science and Jesuit Science: Seventeenth Century Perspectives,
Dordrecht: Kluwer, 2003, x+270 pp. Under the general theme of the mathematization of natural phi-
losophy and experimental science, this collection consists of papers by the following authors: M.J.
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